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Summery For the treatment of microcirculation disorders, the three-dimensional representation of the
hepatic circulation is crucial for the physian. Such a representation is provided in this paper for an
exploration of the blood flow, blood volume and exchange between sinusoids and hepatocytes in the
hepatic acinus model.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we analyse the 3-D mixing mechanism of blood from hepatic arteriole and portal
venule in the hepatic vascular bed [1]. Also, emphasis given to the flow patterns from the space of sinusoid
upto the hepatic venule drainage. In the subsequent paragraphs, focus is given to the hepatic circulation
especially on hepatic arterioles and hepatic / portal venules. Selle et al., [1] presented the analysis and
visualization of hepatic vasculature and provided the shading techniques emphasizing the curvature of
vessles. In the case of liver failure, one promising alternative is the development of an extracorporeal
bioartificial liver (BAL). This is essentially a bioreactor containing cultured hepatocytes that function as an
extracorporeal liver on a temporary basis [2] as liver cells has the capacity to regenerate itself [3]. Hence
for a quantitative diagnosis, surgical planning and post operative treatments, a precise knowledge of
microcirculation is important. A detailed hepatic acinus structure along with their zones is shown in
Figure1.
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Figure 1. Simple liver Acinus
MODELLING
The parallelization of the liver into lobules, together with the complex hepatic vascular tree, provides the
microscopic picture about the flow distribution. At the most gross level, there is an unusual presence of
two vascular inputs, the portal and arterial flows, rather than the single arterial input. At the microscopic
level, the acinar arrangement of the vascular system creates a unique series of microenvionments, which are
acknowledged to be of paramount importance in controlling the functional characteristics of the
parenchymal cells. In the current study we considered a simple liver acinus, which represents a small
parenchymal mass consisting of pre/terminal hepatic arteriole, pre/terminal portal venule along with
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fenestrated endothelial cells and hepatic venule. The present study focuses on the acinus structure of the
liver. Usually, the acinus mass is divided into three zones. The representation of Acinus structure is show
in Figure 2
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Figure 2. Acinus structure
METHODS
We developed a three-dimensional computational fluid dynamics model of an acinus structure using
commercially available software, CFD-ACE (CFD Research Corp., Huntsville, AL). The model solves the
full Navier-Stokes equations for unsteady flow of a Newtonian fluid using a finite volume approach. The
idealized geometry consists of rigid micrometer cylinders simulating a portal tract, space of sinusoid and
hepatic venule. No slip conditions are imposed on the walls of the cylinder. Fully developed flow
distribution is assumed for the hepatic arteriole and portal venule.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The hepatic arteriole flow has eight times greater than the flow rate of portal venule interms of mass flow,
velocity and pressure. But the transmittent activity is initiated by the hepatic arteriole due to the sphincter
mechanism present at the end of each arteriole especially in liver. This mechanism is analysed in detail for
the unsteady case. Also when this sphincter is closed there is normal portal venule flow. The functional
working difference of zone 1, 2 and 3 are analysed interms of mass flow rate, velocity and pressure
distribution.
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